A WASHER FOR EVERY INDUSTRY.
Choosing a hot or cold water pressure washer.

PROFESSIONAL | PRESSURE WASHERS

OUR MOST POPULAR P

THE ADVANTAGE
AT A GLANCE

HDS CAGE - Direct Drive

Choosing the right pressure washer for the job.
TULE SERIES HDS 3.5/40 GE MT - Direct Drive

HD vs HDS
HD - Cold Water Benefits

HDS - Hot Water Benefits

 Removes dirt

 Removes sticky residue, grease, oil

 Easy-to-use for anyone

 Cleans and drys faster

 Lower initial investment

 May be more effective at reducing

 Lower service and repair costs

and killing germs

HDS P/PE CAGE - Direct Drive

Electric vs Gas / Diesel Powered
Electric Benefits

Gas / Diesel Benefits

 No exhaust - can be used indoors

 Portable - can move machine to the job

or outdoors

 Easy to obtain fuel

 Less maintenance
 Quieter
 Run-time not limited by tank size
HD SERIES ELECTRIC

Direct Drive vs Belt Drive
Direct Drive Benefits

Belt Drive Benefits

Pump is driven directly by engine

Pump is driven by belt

 Compact design

 Longer life - Less vibration, lower RPM,

 Fewer moving parts - so lower
initial cost

lower operating temp
 Better for heavy use applications
HD SERIES GAS

PRESSURE WASHER ACCESSORIES

PRESSURE WASHERS
Description

Why would you choose this machine

 Up to 3.5 GPM / Up to 2,000 PSI

 Perfect for outdoor cleaning

 Stainless steel coil wrap

 Hot water - removes grease, grime, oils and aids in killing germs. It

 Rugged frame with powder coat finish
 Easy!Force gun for fatigue free cleaning
 ETL certified to UL safety standards

cleans quicker than cold water units
and is quieter than gas units
campus or facility for cleaning. Flat-free tires ensure easy, uninterrupted
mobility

 3.5 GPM / 4,000 PSI

 Perfect for large area outdoor cleaning

 Electric start with manual start backup

 Hot water - removes grease, grime, oils and aids in killing germs. It

 ETL certified to UL safety standards

cleans quicker than cold water units
need to clean (must connect to a garden hose)
campus or facility for cleaning. Offers an adjustable height bracket for
easy hook up and towing.

 Up to 3.5 GPM / Up to 3,500 PSI

 Perfect for outdoor cleaning

 Flat-free tires

 Hot water - removes grease, grime, oils and aids in killing germs. It

 Rugged frame with powder coat finish
 Hour meter
 Easy!Force gun for fatigue free cleaning
 ETL certified to UL safety standards

cleans quicker than cold water units
 Gas - can be used where ever you need to clean (must connect to a
garden hose)
 Mobile - move easily from job site to job site or different locations on
a campus or facility for cleaning. Flat-free tires ensure easy,
uninterrupted mobility

 Up to 3.5 GPM / Up to 2,000 PSI

 Perfect for outdoor or indoor cleaning

 Weldless, corrosion resistant aluminum

 Cold water - removes dirt and debris and is more environmentally

frame
 Modular design - converts from cart
to skid
 ETL certified to UL safety standards

friendly than hot water units because it doesn't use more energy to
heat water
 Electric - use where it can connect to a power source (and garden hose)
and is quieter than gas units
 Mobile - move easily from job site to job site or different locations on a
campus or facility for cleaning. Flat-free tires ensure easy, uninterrupted
mobility

 Up to 4.0 GPM / Up to 4,000 PSI

 Perfect for outdoor cleaning

 Weldless, corrosion resistant

 Cold water - removes dirt and debris and is more environmentally

aluminum frame
 Modular design - converts from cart
to skid
 ETL certified to UL safety standards
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 Gas - offers an 8-gallon diesel fuel tank and can be used where ever you
 Mobile - tow easily from job site to job site or different locations on a

 Stainless steel coil wrap

EDUCATION

 Electric - use where it can connect to a power source (and garden hose)
 Mobile - move easily from job site to job site or different locations on a

 Easy!Force gun for fatigue free cleaning
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heat water
 Gas - can be used where ever you need to clean (must connect to a
garden hose)
 Mobile - move easily from job site to job site or different locations on a
campus or facility for cleaning. Flat-free tires ensure easy, uninterrupted
mobility

Flat Surface Cleaners:
Attach to hot or cold water pressure washers to "mow" a cleaning path. They eliminate zebra striping patterns and user
fatigue. Offered in 12" to 21" diameters, and several models are available.
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Turbo Rotary Nozzle:
Combines a pencil thin spray with a rotating conical pattern to give a concentrated cleaning to a larger area.
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